DIFFERENT TREATMENT MODALITIES FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF AMELOBLASTOMA

Abstract
Ameloblastoma is the most common aggressive benign odontogenic tumor of the jaws. The tumor is often asymptomatic, presenting as a slowly enlarging facial swelling or an incidental finding on a radiograph. The physical presence of the tumor may cause symptoms such as pain, ulceration, loosening of teeth, or malocclusion. Ameloblastoma is a locally destructive tumor with a propensity for recurrence if not entirely excised. A few cases of malignant change with distant metastasis have been reported in the literature. It is seen in all age groups but the lesion is most commonly diagnosed in the third and fourth decades. The tumor is considered a rarity in the young, but the tumor grows slowly and probably starts to develop in childhood. The treatment of ameloblastoma is still controversial and presents some special problems in children like the growth of the jaw, the different incidence, behavior, and prognosis of the tumor in children make the surgical consideration different from adults. Some reports from a developing enamel organ, from the epithelial it may arise from the cell rests of the enamel organ, theoretically, descriptive statistics. An ameloblastoma is a benign number of cases and through analytical and non-treatment based on retrospective studies of a large developed. But, there are few established criteria for in one study.

Introduction:
Unicystic ameloblastoma, a variant of ameloblastoma first described by Robinson and Martinez in 1977, refers to those cystic lesions that show clinical and radiologic characteristics of an odontogenic cyst but in histologic examination show a typical ameloblastomatous epithelium lining part of the cyst cavity, with or without luminal and/or mural tumor proliferation. According to the WHO 1992 definition, ameloblastoma is a benign but locally invasive polymorphic neoplasm consisting of proliferating odontogenic epithelium, which usually has a follicular or plexiform pattern, lying in a fibrous stroma. The WHO histologic typing of odontogenic tumours classifies ameloblastomas as intra-osseous central, and extra-osseous peripheral types. The small number of ameloblastomas arising directly from the surface epithelium or from residues of the dental lamina lying outside the bone constitute the peripheral type. Within the central type, the unicystic variant is recognised as a clinically, radiologically, and pathologically distinct entity with prognostic significance that warrants alternative management to the classical central type. The intraosseous ameloblastoma of the jaws occurs most often in the fourth and fifth decades of life. Its occurrence in children and adolescents younger than 18 years is uncommon, seen only in 14.6% of 206 cases of ameloblastomas in one study. The unicystic ameloblastoma is considered a variant of the solid or multicystic ameloblastoma, accounting for 6% to 15% of all intraosseous ameloblastomas. This lesion occurs in a younger age group, with slightly more than 50% of cases occurring in patients in the second decade of life. In more than 90% of the cases, the unicystic ameloblastoma is located in the mandible, with 77% located in the molar ramus region in one study. Appropriate treatment for an ameloblastoma has been developed. But, there are few established criteria for treatment based on retrospective studies of a large number of cases and through analytical and non-descriptive statistics. An ameloblastoma is a benign tumour of odontogenic epithelial origin. Theoretically, it may arise from the cell rests of the enamel organ, from a developing enamel organ, from the epithelial lining of an odontogenic cyst, or from the basal cells of the oral mucosa. Regezi and Sciubba reported that ameloblastoma accounts for 11% of all odontogenic tumours in the jaw. The clinicopathological features are benign with a slow-growing pattern, but locally invasive. The clinical behaviour may be regarded as lying somewhere between benign and malignant, and the high recurrence rate is a problem for clinicians. If the factors associated with recurrence are established and prediction of a recurrence is possible, this will be very important in reducing the recurrence rate and in the decision-making process of the appropriate treatment. There are many reports on primary ameloblastoma, but they are mostly limited to the case report category. There have been few reliable large-scale studies with long-term follow-up results on this tumour.

Case Report 1:
A 11 year-old girl presented with a painless hard swelling in the right side of the lower jaw of 3 months duration. Clinical examination revealed a bony hard swelling arising from the lower jaw, with the intraoral examination showing a large, hard, nontender mass on the right side of the mandible, covered by red, intact, and immobile mucosa. On palpation, the swelling was bony hard. No lymphadenopathy or fistulae were present. Past history and medical history were unremarkable on examination no other abnormalities were found. She was taking no medication and had no history of known drug allergy. Her physical examination revealed no abnormality other than those related to the chief complaint. Radiography revealed a large unilocular radiolucency involving right mandibular second premolars tooth to the ramus of the mandible including coronoid process of the mandible condylar part of the mandible was intact. A provisional diagnosis of odontogenic tumour was made and incisional biopsy was performed. Incisional biopsy report confirmed it as a unicystic ameloblastoma. Enucleation of the lesion was performed to completely extirpate the cystic lesion with extraction of 47 and follicle of the 48 teeth. The result of histopathologic diagnosis was a unicystic ameloblastoma. Panoramic radiographs are taken one day later after operation, 3 months, 6 months later and 1 year. We can see the cavity is filled with bone within year months.
Case Report 2
A 45-year-old female patient was referred to our department with a swelling in the right mandible that was diagnosed as ameloblastoma after an incisional biopsy in another center. Initial examination showed a mass in the right mandible expanding it medially and laterally. OPG films and CT scan also showed a multilocular mass in the whole right mandible. A 2–4-cm skin paddle was also included to use for monitorization of the flap. Radiographically on OPG radiolucency was extending from 33 to 47 region. Incisional biopsy was done which confirmed lesion as follicular ameloblastoma. The patient was operated on, for segmental resection from angle of the mandible to 2nd premolar of the contralateral side and reconstruction with stainless steel reconstruction plate.

Discussion
Ameloblastoma is rare before the age of 10 years. According to statistical analysis of 1036 cases of ameloblastoma collected from the literature by Small et al., only 2% of cases occur before 10 years of age. The ameloblastoma is statistically more frequent in the molar region, while in the maxilla it is often found in the molar region, even if in some cases the maxillary cavity is involved. The radiographic appearances of the early stages of ameloblastoma are not characteristic—a local area of bone destruction of cyst-like, often unilocular, appearance. This is not surprising as it is generally recognised that ameloblastoma may arise in the wall of a non-neoplastic cyst as a result of neoplastic change. In its later stages ameloblastoma presents an expansile lesion with multilocular, rounded radiolucencies. At this stage the differential diagnosis of giant cell tumourous conditions, fibromyxoma and fibrous dysplasia should be considered. However, a single compartment lesion may persist, especially in the maxilla. As the tumour grows, the multilocular lesion appears more distinct and radiographic diagnosis is more accurate.

Recurrence of an ameloblastoma in large part reflects the inadequacy or...
failure of the primary surgical procedure. The treatment is an important prognostic factor, as suggested in several studies. Various treatment methods for the lesion in relation to many factors, such as the tumour size and location, have been suggested. These include enucleation, marginal resection and aggressive resection. Due to the strong likelihood of a recurrence, curettage or mass excision without a safety margin is not recommended for the treatment of an ameloblastoma, especially the follicular, granular and acanthomatous types. When a diagnosis of ameloblastoma is obtained, the treatment must be aggressive and radical. This concurs with the opinion that a resection of the jaw should be approximately 1.5–2 cm beyond the radiological limit, in order to ensure that all the microcysts and daughter cysts are removed as demonstrated by Olaitan Et Al.22 Pandora and Stutenville23 advocated that the excised ameloblastoma mass should include at least a 2 cm margin of uninvolved bone around the tumour.

We needed a pathologic report and a clinical finding to distinguish the clinical classification, which affected the treatment plan. Some reports have mentioned that unicystic-type ameloblastoma are generally removed as a dentigerous cyst without preoperative biopsy, and Isacscon and associates23 considered biopsies of a cystic lesion not to be recommended, all of the tissue must be included for a proper diagnosis. We considered that incision biopsy is important for any lesion with impression of cyst or ameloblastoma on radiography. We suggest checking the content of the tumor before doing the incision biopsy by aspiration first, then excise a part of the lesion as a specimen for pathologic examination, then use a curette or blunt instruments to detect the consistency of the lesion, whether having a cavity or being solid. If the cavity exists on clinical examination and pathologic findings confirm the ameloblastoma, we suggest performing a decompression procedure to decrease the pressure of the lesion (and this may decrease its size), and perform “enucleation biopsy” to get a proper specimen for a serial section examination. Computed tomography and multiple resonance imaging examination will be helpful to detect the extension of the lesion.

We suggest when cystic type ameloblastoma is confirmed, no matter whether unicystic or multicystic, the decompression procedure can be considered first. 6 to 12 months later the lesion might be obviously decreased, which may reduce the possibility of injury to the neurovascular bundle and help maintain the continuity of the jaw bone.

Conclusion

Ameloblastoma is a tumour with a strong propensity for recurrence, especially when the ameloblastic focus penetrates the adjacent tissue from the wall of the cyst. The ability to predict this potential occurrence prior to surgery would greatly enhance therapeutic strategies for reducing the incidence. It should be emphasized that despite a clinical diagnosis of periapical disease of odontogenic origin, a nonodontogenic lesion may be present, as was evident in this case. In this study we aim to diagnose, treatment according their age (different for children and different for adult) and follow up a ameloblastoma case, which is seen rarely in children in 11 years old girl and compared it with a case of ameloblastoma in adult there is no recurrence seen after 1 years follow up.
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